SUMMARY

The story is about a dangdut singer named Rahel Amara who had just started her career in music industry. During a roadshow in Jepara, Rahel and the crews were forced by her boss Adi, to do an encore stage because they didn’t get enough money from the saweran. Not long after that, she was tricked into an adult movie by a movie director named Joseph. During the movie production, she had the worst times of her life, depression. The movie brought her a huge success and also a deep downfall. She had to bare a new title, a whore. Her success led her to an abuse by a government member when she refused to sleep with him. Six months after the scandal, Rahel collapsed on the stage. She was then diagnosed by the doctor that she had cerebral hemorrhage. Since that day, she spent her days to positive things like charity and talk shows as she had overcame her depression. On one evening, she was hit by a car when she was walking her dog. She passed away and remained inspirational in people’s heart for her positive actions.